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Just A Little
Liberty X

The Chords for this song, for the verse and chorus are -
F#m, Em

The change part (it s so exciting.....) is
G, F#m

F#m
Sexy, everything about you so sexy
                             Em
You don t even know what you got
                        F#m
You really hit my spot

Oh yeah, yeah

And you re so innocent

Please don t take this wrong cos it s a compliment
                           Em
I just wanna get with your flow
                               F#m
You ve gotta learn to let go

Oh baby, won t you

F#m
Work it a little (oh yeah)
Get hot just a little
Meet in the middle
                         Em                     F#m
Let go, just a little bit more (just a little bit)
Gimme just a little bit more
(Just a little, just a little)

-*(The rest of the verses and chorus  are the same)*-

Let me, I ll do anything if you just let me
(Come on baby)
Find a way to make you explore
I know you wanna break down those walls
Yeah yeah
And its so challenging
Getting close to you, what I m imagining
I just wanna see you get down
You gotta let it all out



Oh baby, won t you just

Work it a little, yeah (oh yeah)
Hot just a little
Meet in the middle (oh yeah)
Go, just a little bit more (just a little bit)
Gimme just a little bit more
(Just a little bit more, just a little)

Work it a little, yeah
Hot just a little (oh yeah)
Meet in the middle (oh yeah)
Let go (oh oh), just a little bit more (just a little bit),
Gimme just a little bit more.
(Give me just a little bit more, just a little)

G                                F#m
Its so exciting, the way your inviting me yeah
(I know you really like it like that, ah)
G                                 F#m
Can t get enough, won t you satisfy my needs
(Please let me be)

Work it a little
Get hot just a little
Meet me in the middle
Let go, just a little bit more (just a little bit more)
Gimme just a little bit more
(Just a little bit more, just a little bit of work with me)

Work it a little (oh yeah)
Get hot just a little bit (Get hot with me)
Meet in the middle (Meet me in the middle)
Let go, just a little bit more (Let go, just a little bit more, just a little
bit)
Gimme just a little bit more (Gimme just a little bit more) (Gimme just a little
bit more, oh yeah)
(Just a little, just a little)

Work it a little (oh yeah)
Get hot just a little bit (Get hot yeah)
Meet in the middle (Meet me in the middle)
Let go, just a little bit more (Just a little bit more, just a little bit)
Gimme just a little bit more (oh yeah)
(yeah, yeah)

(Work)
Sexy
(Get hot)
Everything about you so sexy
(Meet, Don t let go)
You don t even know
(Just a little)



Gimme just a little bit more
(Just a little)

Hope you enjoy this crappy po cheesey rubish tune, and can somehow make it sound
good.
May I suggest you start Listening to,
Nirvana, The Clash, The Stone Temple Pilots
Leadbelly, The Stone Roses, Soundgarden, Pearl Jam
The Who, The Jam, etc.................
or anything other than cheesey pop, and american punky crap like Blink 182.

And remember, if I wouldn t, then you definately shouldn t!


